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HOW TO MAKE FLORAL BUNTING by Sewgirl
To make an twelve square bunting which measures approx 1.8m you will need
one Sewgirl flower print panel, 6 squares of 12cm x 12cm in matching or
contrasting fabrics, 12 squares of backing fabric 12cm x 12cm, a sewing
machine, scissors, pins, a stitch ripper (just in case!), a poker for
pushing out corners, matching thread, 2m bias binding and two little
buttons.

1. First iron your fabric, then cut out all your printed squares from the
Panel. Using the flower print square as a template, cut out a further 6
squares in other fabrics. Try to be as exact as you can when cutting out.

You can use all one type of fabric or multi patterns as I've done
here....its entirely up to you!

2.You also need 12 squares
in backing fabric so as
before, use the flower
square as a template.

4.Clip corners

3.Lay one square, print side up on a table,
lay a backing square on top with edges lined
up, pin, then stitch around
3 sides approx 6mm (1/4” from edge.
Repeat for all squares until you 12
altogether ie 6 flowers and 6 in other
fabrics.

5.Now turn each square inside out to
right side and poke out the corners
so its a nice crisp square. Press.
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6. So you are now ready to put
the bunting together so take
your tape and fold in half
lengthways press with your
fingertips.

7.Now, starting at the centre, pin each
square between the folds of the tape,
working outwards each side until all
the squares are pinned on.

9. Finally make a little
loop at each tape end
And join by sewing on a
button.

8.Then stitch on the machine
all along the tape, close to
the fold, sewing in each
square as you go.Like so!

Ta Dah!
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